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Abstract: Consider a system of two parallel queues where each customer must leave after service through a
common gate G. In this paper discussed the simplifying assumption that the queues for station I and station
II are inexhaustible. After completion of the service (II) exist the common gate G, the gate will be occupied
the customer those who are complete the II (I) the completion of the customer go to orbit. The service will
be noncustomer the retrial customer go to the existence gate. So that there is always one customer from
each queue either in service, waiting for exist, or in the exist process. Since an I customer (II customer) will
always enter as soon as the previous I (customer II) has left gate G.
Keywords: Queueing model, retrials queue, inexhaustible, common gate

I. Introduction
Several researchers have studied the Problem of Parallel Queues with customers jockeying. F.Haight (1958) [1]
originally introduced the problem on two queues in parallel. Konigsberg (1996) [2] studied a queuing model
with two servers where each server has its own queue; an incoming customer joins the shortest queue. if the
queues are of unequal length otherwise joins one speciﬁed queues exceeds 1, the last customer in the longer
queue jockeys (switch over) to the shorter queue. Zhao and Grassmann (1990)[3] also studied the shortest queue
model with n servers (n ≥ 2) with jockeying and obtained explicit solutions of the equilibrium probabilities, the
expected numbers of customers and the expected waiting time of a customer. Recently, Wang et al (1995) [4]
analyzed a modiﬁcation of the two server shortest queue model with jockeying where one server is primary and
the other is secondary in the sense that the primary server is always available for service. R.Reynald susainathan
(2014) [5] analyzing the steady state behaviour of a two server parallel queue with customer s jockeying to the
shortest queue and also to the primary queue when the secondary service leaves the service at the epoch at
which the system level becomes a threshold level N.In this paper we extended the result of R.Reynald
susainathan (2014) after finishing his service like primary or secondary how to leave the total system in the
common gate.
II. Model Descriptions
The system considered two identical queues that we denote by Q 1 and Q2 .Each queue has infinite storage
capacity and the same service rate µ.Arrivals to the customer are Poisson with rate λ.A system of two parallel
queues where each customer must leave after service through a common gate G, before the occupied of the gate
customer go to orbit and SEEK COMMAND which allows to be initiated can be issued only if they are in gate
service is free and the orbit customer leave the system. Assume that service times at the two stations I and II are
independent and identically distributed with density function f(w) on [0,∞) and exist service takes a fixed length
of time >0 .suppose that a I-customer may be served at station I only if the pervious I –Customer has
completely exist service.
III. Retrail policy
We assume that the access from the orbit to the service facility follows the exponential distribution with rate n σ
which may depend on the current number n (n≥0) the number of customers in the orbit .That is the probability of
the repeated attempt during the interval (t,t+Δt) given that there are n customers in the orbit at time t is nσ Δt.It
is classical retrial rate policy .the input flow of primary calls interval between repetition and service time in
phases are mutually independent.
The waiting time of WI of a I customer arriving at the queue is the time taken for station I to become ready to
accept him, and the total service time is the sum of SI +WG+ υ where SI is the service time at station I and WG is
the time spent waiting for exist service .Even the arrivals are Poisson ,the times W I and WG are not mutually
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independent ,because the interference between the two queues at G force both W I and WG to depend on the
progress of the II queue. However in assuming the performance of the system .If appears at least for small υ to
be suitable approximation to regard the set up as consisting of two parallel queues having independent Poisson
arrivals and having independent total service times with a suitable distribution. Thus the determination of a
distribution for SI +WG is of interest in itself.
At the same time of entry of a I-Customer to station-I the distribution of SI +WG namely his total service time
less υ depends both on location of the II customer currently being served(if any) and also on the number of II
customer waiting in the queue. However the dependence on the size of the II queue will be negligible if there is
sufficiently many II customers waiting that the possibility of this queue vanishing during the time S I +WG is
unlikely .If this dependence can in fact be neglected the distribution of SI +WG will dependent primarily on the
location of the current II Customer ,and if we average the conditional distribution of S I +WG given this location,
using the steady-state distribution for the location we shall have obtained a suitable distribution for SI +WG to be
used in approximating the whole system.
Thus in the main part of this paper we shall make the simplifying assumption that the queues for station I and II
we inexhaustible, so then there is always are customer from each queue either in service waiting for exist or in
their exist process. Since a I customer [II customer] will always enter as soon as the previous I-Customer [II
customer] has left gate G.
IV. The Embedded Markov Process
To begin with, let us consider the possible condition which may obtain as a
I customer enter I service. One possibility is that the II customer currently in the system has been waiting for
exist service at the time of departure of the previous I customer. Thus as the current I customer enters, the II
customer is being exist service at the gate G. Let us call this state of the system G I.The other possibility is that
the current customer is in II service, and has been for some length of time
S≥ υ .Let we call this state of the system SI.
Analogously, we may define states GII and SII which the system may occupy at the epochs of entry of II
customers into the system. Now we define
Xn=State of the system at the epoch of entry of the nth customer after observation begins.
It is clear that (Xn,n≥1) can be modeled as a Markov process on the state space £=[ υ I ,∞)U[υ II,∞)U{GI}U{GII}
Where £=[ υI ,∞)={SI; S≥ υv} and [υ II,∞) are uncorrelated copies of the real interval [υ ,∞) and {G I},{GII} are
isolated points .If P[X,A) denotes the probability that Xn+1 A given Xn=x ,where x £ and A B(£) the σalgebra of Borel subsets of £ ,then defining
£(w)=
P(GI,{GII})=P(GII,{GI})=1-£( υ)
P(GI,{ υ II})=P(GII,{ υ I})=£( υ)
P(SI,{GI})=P(SII,{GII})=
and
P(SI,{GII})=P(SI,{GI})=
If £( S)>0.More over for each x in £=[ υ I ,∞)U[υ II,∞)the measure P(x,A) restricted to [ υ I ,∞) or [ υII ,∞) has a
density P(x,y) with respect to Lebesque measure ,and this is given by
P(SI,vI)=P(SII,vII)
= f(v-S- υ)

.

(OR)
P(SI,vI)=P(SII,vII)
= f(v+S- υ)

. for v≥ υ

=0, v< υ

Again provided that £(s)>0(Note that for negative arguments the service time density is o)
Now the Doeblin condition for the existence of an invariants probability measure for the process (X n,n≥1) will
hold if it can be shown that
P(SI,{GI})+P(SII,{GII}) is bounded as S various ,that is the following suffices condition D
+
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For some
and all S. Since condition D is easily seen to be satisfies for the particular cases of f treated in
this chapter, let us assume hence forward that it is satisfied in the general formulation. For (Xn,n≥1) there is only
one ergodic set.ie, only one set S such that
P(x,S)=1 if x S
=0 if x

S.

And this ergodic set is £.Also if £( )>0 as we shall also assume that there are no cyclically moving sets. Ie, we
cannot find the disjoint A1,A2,A3,………Ar, r>2 such that
P(x,Aj)=1 if x Aj-1,j=1,2,3……r
=1,if j=1 and X Ar
If then follows that there is a unique probability measure π on(£,B(£)) such that
Π(A)=

and that for this measure π,

Where Pm(x,A)=Pr{Xm+1 /X1=x} and

denotes total variation of the set function. Thus the invariant

measure

may be interpreted as a steady state distribution of XII
V. The Associated semi-Markov processes:
Define the processes (X(t);n≥1) in a real time taking values in £ as follows .Let ι n be the time of the nth transition
epoch and let
X(t)=X(ιn)=Xn ,if ιn≤t< ιn+1
X(t)=X(0) if 0 ≤t< ι1
that is X(t) is the stat obtained at the most recent transition epoch prior to time t. The processes (X(t);n≥1) may
evidently be regarded as a semi-markov processes on (£,B(£)) the theory of semi –Markov process as a general
state space is discussed by Cilnar.
Now let Tn+ υ be the time after ιn of first passage of the (X(t); t R+) process into [ ,∞)U{GI} .If ιn
Corresponds to the entry of a I customer T n may be regarde as the time to exist service of that customer or S I
+WG in the notation of the introduction.
Let GS(ω)=P(Tn≤ ω/x(ιn)=SII)
FS(ω)=P(Tn≤ ω/x(ιn)=SI)
H(ω)=P(Tn≤ ω/x(ιn)=GI)
(1)
Then the quantity of interest namely the transition of the steady state distribution of S I +WG ,will be


-

£ +(ζ)=

e

i

d ( )

0

Where

( )  2






[

I

, )

FSI ( )d ( S I )  2 ({GI }) H ( )

(2)

And π denotes the steady state distribution of X II. Since (X(t); t R+) is a semi Markov process on (£,B(£)),the
following equations for first =-passage –time probabilities are satisfied

Where

xy  u 

(3)

 n1   n given that
x( n )  x, x( n1  y ),

is the conditional distribution of

Clearly from this equation

H ( )  I (   )(1  ( ))  ( )G (   ).
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Where

I ( x)  0, x  0
1, x  0

It is also easily seen under condition C to be described below, that

GI and FS have densities g S ( ) and

FS ( ) which are bounded uniformly in S for  in finite intervals. Then ( ) for    will also have a
density, given by




2

[ I , )

FSI ( )d ( S I )  2 ({GI }) g (   )

(4)

Moreover, the densities

g S ( ) and f S ( ) will satisfies a density version of (3) which will yield.
( S ) g S ( )  ( ) f ( S   )  f (   )[( S     )  ( S   )]
 






f (r )(r  S   ) g r  S  (  S   )dr

(5)

0

And

( S ) g S ( )  ( S   ) f ( )  f (  S   )[(   )  ( )]I (   )
 






f (r  S )(r   ) g r  (  S   )dr

(6)

0

Thus

( S ,  )  ( S ) g S ( )
and
( s,  )  ( S ) f S (  ).

We

have

( S ,  ) ( S   ) 

 




f (r )(r  S   ,   r   )dr

0

M (S ,  )  M (S   ) 

 r



f (r  S )(r   ,   r   )dr

(8)

 0

Where

(S ,  )  (S  ) f ()  f   S   [(   )  ()]I (   )

(9)

( I , )  [ I , )  { I } the measure  ( A) has a density D(SI   I )(SI )
Where D is a positive real –valued function on (0,  ) from symmetry it follows that
 also has a density D(SII   II )(SII ). with respect to Lebesgue measure of ( II , ) .
Now suppose that on

VI. Conclusion
In this paper analyzed the simplifying assumption that the queue for station I and station II are inexhaustible.
After completion of the service I (II) exist the common gate G, the gate will be occupied the customer those who
are complete the II (I) the completion of the customer go to orbit. The service gate will be no customer the
retrial customer go to the existence gate.
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